FAFGA’22 ALPINE SUPERIOR 19–22 SEPT. 2022

Location: Messe Innsbruck, Kapuzinergasse 11, A-6020 Innsbruck

REGISTRATION FORM | PARTICIPATION FORM

Close of registration: 24 June 2022

Organizer:

Bonus for early booking
until 6 May 2022:
–10 % discount on spacerent

Congress und Messe Innsbruck GmbH. Registered office: Rennweg 3, A-6020 Innsbruck,
phone: +43 (0) 512 5383-0, fax: +43 (0) 512 5383-2159, www.cmi.at
VAT: ATU 31718503, DVR-No.: 0092207, FN 36779m, Landesgericht Innsbruck
Locations: Congress Innsbruck, Messe Innsbruck, congresspark igls

Please send the filled in forms to fax: +43 (0) 512 5383-2159 or to fafga@cmi.at
CONTACT DETAILS
Company name
CEO/Managing Director

VAT No. (obligatory)

Street

Telephone

Postcode, City, Country

Fax

E-Mail

Website

CONTACT PERSON
Name/surname

E-Mail

Telephone no. with dialling code

Mobile phone no.

Fax

BILLING ADDRESS IF DIFFERENT
Company name

VAT No. (obligatory)

Street

Postcode, City, Country

PRODUCT INFORMATION
Which company do you represent?
What goods will be exhibited?
Only registered goods will be able to be exhibited.

You are a

Producer

Dealer

Agent

To be filled out by the project
manager: Hall ________

Preferred stand position: Hall ________

Yes, we have co-exhibitors at our Stand (Registration fee € 295.00) >> Please fill in page 2 separately for every co-exhibitor.
SPACERENT – BINDING REGISTRATION

ADDITIONAL SERVICES (find price details in the exhibition service booklet)

min. 9 sqm

Water

Indoor stand up to 29 sqm

€/sqm Size sqm Length m Depth m

€

incl.
consumption (excl.


83.50

connection installation)

Indoor stand more than 29 sqm 79.50

Electricity

per connection

133.00

€
 owl filling
B
(inclusive price)

62.00

Connection

€

Indoor stand more than 59 sqm 75.50

up to 3.5 kW

Earthed (230 V)

112.00

Indoor stand more than 119 sqm 69.00

up to 10 kW

CEE coupling 16 A (400 V)

146.00

Open-air site canopied

50.00

up to 15 kW

CEE coupling 32 A (400 V)

188.00

Extra charge for corner stand

+15 %

more than 15 kW

CEE coupling 63 A (400 V)

274.00

Extra charge for end stand

+25 %

Consumption

0.90/kW

We have an own stand system with the dimensions: ____ x ____ m

Startup Booth

(incl. registration fee, booth walls, carpet (grey), lighting, power supply and stand lettering with company name) (Details in the terms and conditions, Item 20.1)

6 m2 for € 790,00

9 m2 for € 990,00

Registration fee (obligatory) incl. catalogue entry and link in online directory and 5 entries in the exhibitor list: € 220.00
Disposal fee (obligatory): € 2.50/occupied sqm
Up to 30 sqm you get 3 exhibitor passes. For each additional start of 15 sqm, 1 exhibitor pass each free of charge.
We require _______ additional exhibitor passes (€ 8.00 each)
We require _______ construction and dismantling passes (free of charge)
I ’M A FIRST-TIME EXHIBITOR AND I WOULD LIKE TO USE THE BONUS-PACKAGE! (Details in the terms and conditions, Item 20)

ATTENTION!

Please fill in completely!
1

Place/date_________________________________

The attached COVID-19 special agreement as well as the Special Terms and Conditions of Participation and the General Terms and Conditions (GTC) for Events of Congress und Messe Innsbruck GmbH
(CMI) are acknowledged in all parts.
We regret we cannot process unsigned or incompletely filled in applications (also applies to the registration or entry into the exhibition magazine) Registrations by fax must be replaced by the original please. Please action any other technical ordering using the Exhibition Service booklet, which you will find
online on www.fafga.at. All prices excluding 20 % VAT and 1 % legal fee of the gross invoice total.

Stamp/legally binding signature______________________________________________________

FAFGA’22 ALPINE SUPERIOR 19–22 SEPT. 2022

Location: Messe Innsbruck, Kapuzinergasse 11, A-6020 Innsbruck

REGISTRATION FORM | PARTICIPATION FORM

Close of registration: 24 June 2022

COEXHIBITORS
Please send the filled in forms to fax: +43 (0) 512 5383-2159 or to fafga@cmi.at
CONTACT DETAILS COEXHIBITOR
Company name
CEO/Managing Director

VAT No. (obligatory)

Street

Telephone

Postcode, City, Country

Fax

E-Mail

Website

CONTACT PERSON COEXHIBITOR
Name/surname

E-Mail

Telephone no. with dialling code

Mobile phone no.

Fax

PRODUCT INFORMATION COEXHIBITOR
Which company do you represent?
What goods will be exhibited?
Only registered goods will be able to be exhibited.

You are a

Producer

Dealer

Agent

REGISTRATION FEE
€ 220,00 per Coexhibitor
Sent bill to:

Main Exhibitor

Coexhibitor

BILLING ADDRESS COEXHIBITOR
Company name

VAT No. (obligatory)

Street

Postcode, City, Country

ATTENTION!

Please fill in completely!

Place/date_________________________________
2

The attached COVID-19 special agreement as well as the Special Terms and Conditions of Participation and the General Terms and Conditions (GTC) for Events of Congress und Messe Innsbruck GmbH
(CMI) are acknowledged in all parts.
We regret we cannot process unsigned or incompletely filled in applications (also applies to the registration or entry into the exhibition magazine) Registrations by fax must be replaced by the original please. Please action any other technical ordering using the Exhibition Service booklet, which you will find
online on www.fafga.at. All prices excluding 20 % VAT and 1 % legal fee of the gross invoice total.

Stamp/legally binding signature______________________________________________________

FAFGA’22 ALPINE SUPERIOR 19–22 SEPT. 2022

Location: Messe Innsbruck, Kapuzinergasse 11, A-6020 Innsbruck

REGISTRATION FORM | PARTICIPATION FORM

Close of registration: 24 June 2022

ENTRY INTO THE EXHIBITION MAGAZINE AND ONLINE CATALOG
1. Alphabetical list of exhibitors

Complete this section separately for each co-exhibitor
Company name
Street

Telephone

Postcode, City, Country

Fax

E-Mail

Website

2. Product Index (max. 10 product categories selectable)
* Registration fee (obligatory) incl. catalogue entry and link in online directory and 5 entries in the product index.
Every other goods category will be invoiced at € 16.00 excluding 20 % VAT.

100 Accessoires/Decorations
101 Accessoires
102 Acrylic furniture made-tomeasure
103 Ashtrays
104 Signage
105 Pictures & frames
106 Floral decorations
107 Decorative products
108 Decorations
109 Designer sandstone articles
110 Disposable items
111 Flags
112 Guest books
113 Gifts
114 Gastronomy accessories
115 Fresh-scented room design
116 Antler art
117 Glass-fronted pictures
118 Wooden pieces and
lighting objects
119 Hotel folders
120 Candles
121 Wrought-iron work
122 Objets d’art
123 Leather goods
124 Keyring pendants
125 Jewellery
126 Silver accessories
127 Menus
128 Regular visitor books
129 Tableware
130 Wall design
131 Murals
132 Christmas lights
........................................................

200 IT/Hotel Management/
Facility Management
201 Accounting systems
202 Audio
203 Sound equipment
204 Cloud solutions
205 CMS (Content Management
System)
206 Computers
207 Data logger, refrigerated and
storage area monitoring

208 Duty roster software
209 Digital Signage
210 D
 igital chalkboards/
menu boards
211 Digital customer loyalty
212 Digital menus
213 Digital HACCP management
214 Full service IT provider
215 eMarketing tool
216 Money validator/counter
217 Graphics
218 Hotel and office management
219 Hotel and rental software
220 Hotel lock systems
221 Hotel checks
222 Internet
223 Internet ordering systems
224 Job market
225 Cash registers
226 Aerial pictures and videos
227 Marketing
228 Mobile hotel folder
229 Mobile guest services
230 Mobile travel guide
231 Music computer
232 Online booking
233 Parking-lot services
234 Personnel management
software
235 Plastic card printer
236 Public Relations
237 Call systems
238 Server and network technology
239 Software
240 Spot location service
241 Time clock
242 Telecommunications
243 T
 emperature and cooking oil
filter measurement technology
244 Virtual 3D tours
245 Web design
246 WLAN systems
247 Time recording
248 Time management software
249 Access systems

300 Finance/Security/
Consulting
301 Breath analyser kits
302 Bank
303 Consulting
304 Surveillance
305 Fire protection
306 Personnel development
307 Security systems
308 Strategy development
309 Insurance
........................................................

400 Tableware/Textiles/
Toiletries

........................................................

Additions required (e. g. agencies, branches, etc.) max. 3 lines (100 characters): € 22.00 excluding 20 % VAT

3

401 Bath accessories
402 Cutlery
403 Cutlery holders
404 Bed linen
405 Disinfection
406 Towelling
407 Glasses
408 Hand dryers
409 Hotel cosmetics
410 Hotel linen
411 Toiletries
412 Cosmetics
413 Make-up mirrors
414 Knives
415 Linen rental
416 Personalized scented
refreshing tissues
417 Personalized table sets
and cutlery pouches
418 Upholstery and leather care
and cleaning
419 China
420 Razors
421 Soaps
422 Napkins with printed motifs
423 Embroidery
424 Textiles
425 Tablecloths
426 Table linen
427 Toilet paper

FAFGA’22 ALPINE SUPERIOR 19–22 SEPT. 2022

Location: Messe Innsbruck, Kapuzinergasse 11, A-6020 Innsbruck

REGISTRATION FORM | PARTICIPATION FORM

Close of registration: 24 June 2022

ENTRY INTO THE EXHIBITION MAGAZINE AND ONLINE CATALOG
1. Alphabetical list of exhibitors

Complete this section separately for each co-exhibitor
Company name
Street

Telephone

Postcode, City, Country

Fax

E-Mail

Website

2. Product Index (max. 10 product categories selectable)
* Registration fee (obligatory) incl. catalogue entry and link in online directory and 5 entries in the product index.
Every other goods category will be invoiced at € 16.00 excluding 20 % VAT.

428 Packaging material
429 Curtains
430 Wiping and cleaning

501 Non-alcoholic drinks
502 Bag-in-box
503 Beer
504 Bierbrand (beer spirit)
505 Champagne
506 Cocktails
507 Brandies
508 Energy drinks
509 Fruit juices
510 Drinks
511 Gin
512 Honey and sweeteners
513 Coffee
514 Cocoa
515 Drink powder containing caffeine
516 Dairy products
517 Fruit spirit
518 Organics
519 Rum
520 Sparkling wines
521 Sparkling wine (Sekt)
522 Syrup
523 Spirits
524 Tea
525 Drinking chocolate
526 Water
527 Wines
528 Vermouth
529 Whiskey
530 Zumex orange press

607 Cogeneration unit
608 Energy optimization
609 Dehumidifiers
610 Windows
611 Window renovation
612 Tiles
613 Garden landscaping
614 Garden furniture
615 Open-air restaurant
616 Garden roof covering
617 BBQ huts
618 Wood, stone and marble care
619 Hotel design
620 Interior fittings
621 Adventure worlds for children
622 Marble
623 Employee accommodation/
staff quarters
624 Natural stones
625 Pavilion bar
626 Pipe interior renovation
627 Lock systems
628 Parasols
629 Sunscreens
630 Playgrounds
631 Patio furnishings
632 Gates
633 Partitions
634 Doors
635 Door glazing
636 Canopies add-on balconies
637 Sliding terrace glazing
638 Wind lamps
639 Windshield
640 Conservatories
641 Fences
642 Tents

........................................................

........................................................

........................................................

500 Beverages

600 Hotel Construction/
Renovation/Garden
601 Furniture from repurposed wood
602 Outdoor furnishings
603 Outdoor fireplaces
(barbecue grills)
604 Automatic door systems
605 Balconies
606 B
 aroque garden fountains,
amphoras, statues

700 Hotel Furniture/Fittings
701 Waste bin
702 Antique goods
703 Fittings
704 Outdoor seating
705 Outdoor rugs
706 Bathroom furniture/fittings
707 Lighting
708 Beds/bedding
709 Floors and floor panels

Additions required (e. g. agencies, branches, etc.) max. 3 lines (100 characters): € 22.00 excluding 20 % VAT

4

710 Buffet serving stands
711 Blankets, cushions,
small Swiss pine products
712 Digestif cart
713 Showers
714 Showers/bathtubs
715 Interior
716 Guest rooms
717 Beer garden furniture
718 Catering planning and set up
719 Hair dryers
720 Radiant heaters
721 Hotel furnishings
722 Hotel supplies
723 Interior design
724 Interior
725 Highchairs
726 Coat hangers
727 Luggage racks
728 Kitchen accessories
729 Lamellar grid, system supports
730 LED service products
731 Awnings/blinds/shutters
732 Solid wood floors
733 Furniture
734 Waste paper baskets
735 Room furnishings
736 Furnishing textiles
737 Safes
738 Dust control mats
739 Boot dryer
740 Soap dispensers
741 Silver cutlery
742 Silverware
743 Beanbags
744 Ski/boot room fittings
745 Awning
746 Play equipment
747 Playrooms
748 Starry sky hotel rooms
749 Chairs
750 Wallpaper
751 Carpeted floors
752 Carpets
753 Tables
754 Table lamps
755 Showcases
756 Wall covering/panelling
757 Wine cellars/wine rooms

FAFGA’22 ALPINE SUPERIOR 19–22 SEPT. 2022

Location: Messe Innsbruck, Kapuzinergasse 11, A-6020 Innsbruck

REGISTRATION FORM | PARTICIPATION FORM

Close of registration: 24 June 2022

ENTRY INTO THE EXHIBITION MAGAZINE AND ONLINE CATALOG
1. Alphabetical list of exhibitors

Complete this section separately for each co-exhibitor
Company name
Street

Telephone

Postcode, City, Country

Fax

E-Mail

Website

2. Product Index (max. 10 product categories selectable)
* Registration fee (obligatory) incl. catalogue entry and link in online directory and 5 entries in the product index.
Every other goods category will be invoiced at € 16.00 excluding 20 % VAT.

758 Wine racks
759 Spas
........................................................

800 Kitchen Appliances/
Bar Systems
801 Used cooking fat disposal
802 Firelighters, cigarette lighters
803 Bakery machines
804 Bar systems
805 Bar equipment
806 Cutlery polishing machines
807 Cutlery-cleaning service
808 Floor coatings
809 Bread crocks
810 Buffets and buffet products
811 Combi steamers
812 Cutters
813 Ice-cream machines
814 Espresso grinders
815 Coffee filter machines
816 Deep fat fryers
817 Cooking oil filters
818 Catering machines
819 Vegetable cutters
820 Kitchen utensil washers
821 Dishwashers
822 Drinks technology
823 Grain mills
824 Glass polishing machines
825 Glass washing machines
826 Barbecues
827 Canteen/accessories
828 Induction hobs
830 Coffee tamper
831 Coffee machines
832 Coffee grinders
833 Kitchens/kitchen utensils
834 Kitchen knives
835 Kitchen accessories
836 Refrigeration/freezer units
837 Mixers/blenders
838 Multi-functional cooking
appliances
839 Orange and citrus fruit presses
840 Cooking pans
841 Pizza bakers
842 Trolleys

843 Dispensing equipment/systems
844 Parasols/parasol bars
845 Whipped cream devices
846 Fast cooking systems
847 Spirit dispensers
848 Icing bags
849 Sushi/Sushi robots
850 Table and serving utensils
851 Plate stands/plate warmers
852 Drying cupboards
853 Vacuum packing
854 Packaging material
855 Wine fridges
856 Weighing cabinets

1013 Cream cheese
1014 Fresh dough
1015 Fruit gums
1016 Breakfast
1017 Poultry products
1018 Spices
1019 Gluten-free products
1020 Honey
1021 Cold pressed cooking oils
1022 Potato products
1023 Cheese
1024 Cookies and waffles
1025 Fruit preserves and marmalade
1026 Herbs
1027 Young salted herring
1028 Nutritional supplementation
1029 Foodstuffs
1030 Rare foods
1031 Fruit and vegetables
1032 Olive oil
1033 Personalized sugar sachets
1034 Pizza
1035 Regional specialties
1036 Stock cubes
1037 Pickled vegetables
1038 Chocolate
1039 Snacks
1040 Soups
1041 Ready-made frozen products
1042 Frozen foods
1043 Tomato products
1044 Vegan products
1045 Waffles/candy
1046 Game meat

........................................................

900 Mobility
901 E-Bike rental
902 E-Bike sharing
903 eCar sharing
904 Electric bicycles/e-bikes
905 Electric charging stations
906 Electric scooters
907 Motorcycles
908 Mountainbikes
909 Alpine coaster
910 Transport
911 Transport devices
912 Tricycles
913 Magic carpet
........................................................

1000 Foodstuffs/
Convenience Foods
1001 Pastries
1002 Organic food
1003 Bread and rolls
1004 Convenience foods
1005 Ice cream
1006 Vinegars
1007 Delicatessen salads
1008 Finger food
1009 Fish/seafood
1010 Meat and sausage products
1011 Liquid eggs (pasteurized)
1012 Fresh frozen pasta

........................................................

2000 Staff/Uniforms

Additions required (e. g. agencies, branches, etc.) max. 3 lines (100 characters): € 22.00 excluding 20 % VAT

5

2001 Barista school
2002 Clothing
2003 Workwear
2004 Orthopaedic shoes
2005 Waiters’ money pouches
2006 Staff cloakrooms
2007 Shoes
2008 Training
........................................................
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Location: Messe Innsbruck, Kapuzinergasse 11, A-6020 Innsbruck

REGISTRATION FORM | PARTICIPATION FORM

Close of registration: 24 June 2022

ENTRY INTO THE EXHIBITION MAGAZINE AND ONLINE CATALOG
1. Alphabetical list of exhibitors

Complete this section separately for each co-exhibitor
Company name
Street

Telephone

Postcode, City, Country

Fax

E-Mail

Website

2. Product Index (max. 10 product categories selectable)
* Registration fee (obligatory) incl. catalogue entry and link in online directory and 5 entries in the product index.
Every other goods category will be invoiced at € 16.00 excluding 20 % VAT.

3000 Cleaning/Laundry
3001 Industrial hygiene
3002 Ironing systems
3003 Steam cleaner
3004 Steam vacuum cleaner
3005 Dispensing systems
3006 H
 ygiene products for
washroom/WCs
3007 Insect protection
3008 Insect exterminator
3009 A
 ir and room cleaning system
3010 Sewing machines
3011 Cleaning & hygiene
3012 Cleaning equipment/products
3013 Vacuum cleaners
3014 Embroidery machines
3015 Laundry machinery
3016 Laundry dryers
3017 Washing machines
3018 Laundry detergent
........................................................

4000 Service/Cross-Selling
4001 Vending machines
4002 Shopping services
4003 Shopping guide
4004 Fireworks
4005 Guest service products
4006 Children’s ride-on toys
4007 Scheduled flights
4008 Mail service
4009 Matt service
4010 Perfumery
4011 Pyrotechnic articles
4012 Seminars
4013 Souvenirs
4014 Tobacco products
4015 TV programmes
4016 TV magazines
4017 Weather forecasts
4018 Changing tables
4019 Cigarette vending machines
........................................................

5000 Plumbing/Electrics/Energy
5001 Bathrooms
5002 Fuels

5003 E
 nergy consultation/
energy supply
5004 Energy concept
5005 Energy management
5006 Natural gas
5007 Natural gas appliances
5008 Heating systems
5009 Stoves/ovens
5010 Picture-frame infrared heaters
5011 Infrared heater
5012 Ventilation systems
5013 Ovens
5014 Green electricity
5015 Control devices
5016 Sanitary accessories
5017 Barrier/parking
5018 Solar energy
5019 Urinals
5020 Water purification

7000 Wellness/Entertainment
7001 Alpenrelax sleep system
7002 Ambient lighting
7003 Bathing fun
7004 Steam baths
7005 Disco systems
7006 Event trucks
7007 Fitness/fitness equipment
7008 Healthcare products
7009 Health loungers
7010 Infrared cabins
7011 Jacuzzis
7012 Massage chairs
7013 Music systems
7014 Outdoor equipment
7015 Saunas
7016 Floating saunas and
seminar rooms
7017 Swimming pools
7018 Swimming pool coverings
7019 Solariums
7020 Sports equipment
7021 Swimming fun (swimspas)
7022 Wellness
7023 Spa showers
7024 Wellness loungers
7025 Hot tubs
7026 Swiss pine products

........................................................

6000 Miscellaneous
6001 Waste management
6002 Allergen labeling
6003 Books/journals
6004 Service providers
6005 Drones
6006 First-aid products
6007 Photos/films
6008 Building/energy control system
6009 Hotel concepts
6010 Toll services
6011 Media
6012 Media agency
6013 Parking
6014 Sheep wool products
6015 Scarves
6016 Food leftover disposal
6017 Bags
6018 Technical service kitchenware
6019 Tourism school
6020 Water purification
6021 Water filter for water
purification
6022 Water regulators
6023 Water-saving systems

........................................................

8000 Publicity/Signage/Forms

........................................................

Additions required (e. g. agencies, branches, etc.) max. 3 lines (100 characters): € 22.00 excluding 20 % VAT

6

8001 Notice boards
8002 Forms
8003 Trade fair
8004 Promotional items and gifts
8005 Brochures
8006 Web pages
8007 Routing system
8008 Advertising films
8009 Advertising material
8010 Promotional textiles
8011 Publicity
........................................................
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Data protection regulations
The protection of your personal data is very important to us. In accordance with the GDPR we would like to draw your attention to our privacy policy in connection with your rights and options for lodging objections.
You will find the privacy policy on our website under the following link:
http://www.cmi.at/en/privacy.html
Congress und Messe Innsbruck GmbH, Rennweg 3, 6020 Innsbruck,
+43 (0) 512 5383-0, office@cmi.at, processes the personal data of contact
persons provided by you in this registration form/participation form for FAFGA
alpine superior or, insofar as the exhibitor is a natural person, their data for
rendering the services selected in this registration form/participation form on
the basis of fulfillment of the contract. If it is necessary in order to render the
services selected in this registration form/participation form for FAFGA alpine
superior, Congress und Messe Innsbruck GmbH will forward your personal data
to the relevant subcontractors. Apart from this, your personal data will not be
disclosed to any third parties. Insofar as there are no statutory duties of preservation and your personal data is not required for the assertion, exercise or
defense of legal claims, your personal data will be erased after full processing
of the contractual relationship. Congress und Messe Innsbruck GmbH likewise
processes your personal data for direct marketing purposes based on justified
interests. You may lodge an objection to the processing of your personal data
based on justified interest at any time.

A.4. At the time of contract formation, it is not possible to predict whether, how
and especially under which circumstances the event covered by the contract
can take place. The renter/exhibitor makes their booking for the event in full
cognizance of these conditions and the resulting uncertainties. CMI would like
to draw the renter’s/exhibitor’s attention to the measures implemented in the
context of managing the COVID-19 crisis, also regarding the event that forms
the subject of this agreement.

As the data subject you have a right to receive information, to lodge an objection and a right of rectification, erasure, restriction of processing and portability
of your personal data. You may assert your rights at privacy@cmi.at. You also
have a right to lodge a complaint with the Austrian data protection authority.

B Agreements

COVID-19 special agreement

B.1.1. In the context of the above-mentioned factual and legal situation in relation to COVID-19, CMI hereby expressly informs the renter/exhibitor that the
current and future actual and legal conditions directly and indirectly relating to
COVID-19 for implementing the event that forms the subject of this agreement
on the planned date are not within CMI’s sphere of control.
B.1.2. CMI is therefore unable to provide the renter/exhibitor with any kind of
assurance that the event can or will take place on the planned date, that the
requested trade fair stand will be available at a specified location, and that the
event can take place with a specified number of exhibitors or a desired number
of visitors or a specific supporting program or across the entire planned trade
fair period. CMI is not obliged to offer the renter/exhibitor alternative options in
terms of date, stand location or similar, or to have these available.

A. Basic principles
A.1. The COVID-19 pandemic emerged unforeseen and has led to numerous
legal repercussions, which are still ongoing today.
A.1.1. Since mid March 2020, Austria’s federal constitutional legislature and
federal legislature have created extensive statutory principles to provide a
legal framework for this entirely new situation and to enable the state to respond. These responses were implemented in the form of laws and decrees
which govern and define daily life in significant aspects. These decrees and
regulations resulted in considerable restrictions across all aspects of life.
These restrictions have been and are being relaxed to a substantial extent,
commensurate with the relevant current development of the pandemic. This
easing of restrictions is subject to the proviso that renewed measures do not
become necessary for general reasons of public interest.
A.1.2. Depending on the epidemiological situation, the legislator may continue to impose significant restrictions or even ban events in the future. The basis
is the currently valid version(s) under Austrian Epidemics Law, the COVID-19
Measures Act, any relaxation regulations, other COVID-19 regulations and, if
applicable, requirements of the regional authorities. Therefore, a permanent,
independent examination of the legal bases is essential.
A.1.3. In relation to events, additional statutory provisions and decrees apply,
for example in connection with the serving of food and drinks.
A.1.4. CMI points out that any official requirements and legal regulations for
the execution of events may vary depending on the event format. This can also
relate in particular to whether an event takes place entirely or partially indoors or
outdoors. It can be assumed that an ongoing evaluation of the legal regulations
and measures is carried out continuously and that these can change - in any
direction.
A.1.5. For events, all statutory provisions in force at the time of the event –
and therefore all such provisions – apply, provided these do not deviate from
the governmental decrees and requirements as part of the permission for the
event that forms the subject of this agreement.
A.1.6. CMI is the organizer of the event that forms the subject of this agreement. It is the sole responsibility of the organizer to inform themselves of the
legal requirements for the event, its feasibility, as well as the special conditions under which the event is held, and to draw any necessary conclusions
that may result. The legal regulations dictate which types of events require
organizers to seek permission from the relevant local authorities. As part of
this process, the following circumstances must also be taken into consideration regarding the permission:
• the epidemiological situation in the catchment area of the event
• the capacities of the relevant local authorities should
contact tracing becoming necessary.

7

the department for Tyrol state municipalities, provides guidance to organizers on running events under the current COVID-19 framework conditions. Furthermore, all regulations of the current Austrian Events Act apply and/or other
currently valid requirements of the authorities or the legislature. In any case,
the aim is that the individual does not expose himself or herself to a higher risk
when participating in an event than with other contact with people in public
space.
A.2. The renter/exhibitor has contacted CMI of their own accord in relation to
their requirement to book a stand area and any relevant services, with the
aim of taking part in the event that forms the subject of this agreement on
the aforementioned date, in the aforementioned rooms/suites/halls at one of
CMI’s locations.
A.3. Following checks by CMI, the next step is to establish whether the requested area can be made available to the renter/exhibitor for the event that forms
the subject of this agreement. If this is the case, CMI will issue a permit with a
specific exhibition stand position.

The guideline on current COVID-19 measures – entitled “Leitfaden für Veranstaltungen unter Berücksichtigung der aktuellen COVID-19-Massnahmen”
– compiled in 2020 by the authority responsible for Innsbruck in consultation
with the federal health authority, the department for health legislation and

The parties therefore agree the following in relation to the consequences andcircumstances arising from the situations pertaining to A:
B.1. Supplementary contractual terms

B.1.3. Consequently, it also cannot be CMI’s responsibility if laws or bylaws, or
the organisation of the event that forms the subject of this agreement, don’t
lead to the desired result – either for legal or actual reasons – namely the
running of the event on the aforementioned date in the intended rooms/suites/
halls/areas at one of CMI’s locations. It is exclusively on this basis that a contract can be concluded.
B.2. Agreement on liability, payment, contents of contract It shall be agreed that
B.2.1. CMI accepts no liability, in whatever form and howsoever named, in cases where it becomes impossible to hold the event for the above-mentioned or
related reasons, or for reasons resulting there from, and/or if the renter/exhibitor has to cancel or CMI needs to cancel the event for stringent legal, actual or
similar reasons, resulting in the contract not being adhered to, or requiring the
contract to be annulled or leading to any other legal or actual infringement of
the contract. This means in particular that CMI shall not compensate, pay or
accept liability for any costs, expenses or fees whatsoever and shall not be liable for any damages or any other payments or services of any kind whatsoever;
B.2.2. in cases where the renter/exhibitor cancels their participation in the
event that forms the subject of this agreement, for legal, actual or other reasons pertaining to COVID-19, the contractual relationship between CMI and
the renter/exhibitor shall be annulled. In cases where CMI incurs costs as part
of the event that forms the subject of this agreement, be they directly or indirectly relating to the renter’s/exhibitor’s participation in the event, CMI shall in
any case charge for these at the agreed prices and in the customary manner
and the renter/exhibitor shall pay for these. This applies to all supplies andservices that CMI has procured, ordered, produced or provided for the renter/
exhibitor in any manner, either directly or indirectly at the renter’s/exhibitor’s
behest, as part of the preparations for the event that forms the subject of this
agreement, and which cannot be used in the case of the renter/exhibitor cancelling their participation or the event not taking place. This therefore applies
to any form of frustrated expenses, such as carpets for example. In such cases,
the renter/exhibitor shall reimburse CMI for the costs that have arisen for CMI
either directly or indirectly as part of the preparations for the event up until the
day such circumstances became known. The renter/exhibitor shall inform CMI
immediately upon the participation cancellation becoming known;
B.2.3. in cases where CMI does not run the event for the same reasons, the
provisions detailed in the paragraph above shall apply correspondingly;
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B.2.4. the renter/exhibitor is responsible for COVID-19 measures within the
booked trade fair stand area and shall implement these. All statutory regulations, governmental guidelines and requirements must be observed by the
renter/exhibitor, irrespective of whether these are directly aimed at the renter/
exhibitor or indirectly at the organizer. CMI accepts no liability, in whatever
form and howsoever named, in cases where a risk of infection or even a transmission of infection occurs within an area hired by renters/exhibitors. Violation
of these and similar provisions by the renter/exhibitor, as well as the violation
of indirect statutory decrees and bans, entitle CMI to annul the contract with
immediate effect and to issue a demand for the entire contractually agreed
fee;
B.2.5. in cases where the renter/exhibitor cancels their participation for reasons
other than those stated above, the full cancellation fees shall apply as stipulated in CMI’s General Terms and Conditions or in the terms of participation
respectively;
B.2.6. the forming of this ancillary agreement shall constitute a basis of transaction for the conclusion of the contract between the parties. Upon completion of the contract, this addition and all its parts shall therefore be agreed to
constitute the legally binding basis thereof and thus a fully integral part of the
contract.
C. Obligations of the renter/exhibitor – Notes
C.1. The applicable laws, decrees and bylaws as well as the regional authority’s
guideline recommend special measures.
C.2. Renters/exhibitors are obliged to independently plan and implement their
participation in the event that forms the subject of this agreement in the context of COVID-19.
C.3. We recommend that the renter/exhibitor provides training for the staff and
their people. The focus should be on minimising infection risk (distancing rules,
protective equipment, etc.) at the trade fair stand, as well as contact tracing in
relation to suspected cases or actual transmission (recording all contact within the trade fair stand area, etc.). The renter/exhibitor shall therefore independently define and implement
•

regulations on directing the visitor flow at their trade fair stand

•

specific hygiene requirements

•

regulations regarding the serving of food and drinks

•

regulations on conduct in the case of a suspected or actual SARS-CoV-2
infection.

C.4. Violation of the authority’s applicable laws, decrees, bylaws and restrictions by the renter/exhibitor, as well as violation of indirect statutory decrees
and bans, entitle CMI to annul the contract with immediate effect and to issue
an invoice for the entire agreed fee.
C.5. As part of contact tracing of suspected cases or verifiably infected persons
in the COVID-19 context, the renter/exhibitor as well as their staff and people
may become subject to governmental quarantine requirements and/ or other
measures. It is therefore mandatory for all renters/exhibitors to verifiably adhere to all obligations relating to COVID-19 at all times, in particular behavioural obligations and measures regarding the protection and preservation of
health. Furthermore, all governmental measures/decrees must be observed
on principle.
C.6. It is the sole responsibility of the renter/exhibitor to fully comply with all
provisions detailed here, as well as any replacement or supplementary provisions. CMI is not subject to any obligations whatsoever in this regard. CMI
shall be indemnified and held harmless if a breach of duty regarding these
obligations results in a claim or damages, such as business interruption for
example.
D. Opposing regulations
D.1. Opposing regulations from the General Terms and Conditions or other
agreements shall not be applied to the regulations of this addition.
D.2. Only the standards of Austrian law, but not those of the Austrian reference
law, shall apply to the regulations of this amendment of the contract.
D.3. Amendments of and appendices to the agreement regarding the event,
which result from mandatory governmental dispositions, from changes to
the laws and bylaws, from other governmental decrees or from recommendations of the responsible institutions, bodies and authorities, entitle CMI to
bring about changes to the provisions of this supplementary agreement or the
main contract, including unilateral changes, provided this appears necessary
or beneficial for protecting the well-being of the general public, the renter/
exhibitor, the staff, the enterprise, the visitors and suppliers or other groups of
people involved. Such changes do not entitle the renter/exhibitor to any claims
against CMI.
Last Revised: March 2022
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Special Terms and Conditions of Participation
Without prejudice to mandatory statutory provisions, all service agreements
concluded between Congress und Messe Innsbruck GmbH – Headquarters
Rennweg 3, 6020 Innsbruck – (CMI) and the exhibitor and all additional agreements made in the course of the execution of the exhibition shall be subject to
the attached General Terms and Conditions (GTC) for events of CMI and the
following Special Terms and Conditions of Participation, whose applicability
the exhibitor shall confirm by their signature. The term “exhibition” as used
hereinafter shall include any type of presentation as part of the trade fair subject to the contract.
1. Dates and opening times
1.1 FAFGA alpine superior starts on Monday, September 19, 2022, and closes on Thursday, September 22, 2022. Opening times: For exhibitors daily
from 8:00 am to 6:30 pm, for visitors from 10:00 am to 6:00 pm.
1.2 The exhibitors are requested to advise their booth personnel that staying
in the booths after 6:30 pm cannot be permitted under any circumstances
on safety grounds (night security). Events by exhibitors at their stand after
6:30 pm registered with the trade fair management are exempted from
this.
2. Registration
2.1 The registration for participation in FAFGA alpine superior is to be made to
Messe Innsbruck, Kapuzinergasse 11, 6020 Innsbruck, by June 24, 2022
at the latest, via registration form (participation form). Only the official,
completely filled in registration form, with the enclosure for entry into the
exhibition catalogue, shall be valid as a basis for possible allocation of a
booth.
2.2 Applications received by the specified time shall be considered in light
of the exhibition space available, however, the exhibition management
reserves the right to reject applications without giving reasons.
3. Space and booth allocation
3.1 CMI shall endeavor to meet the requirements specified by the exhibitor
in their application for participation, however, the exhibitor shall not have
any legal entitlement thereto or to a specific location within the exhibition
area. The exchange of spaces with other exhibitors as well as the provision of the space to third parties shall require the prior consent of CMI.
3.2 If a booth or an exhibition space is not occupied in due time, CMI shall
be free to otherwise dispose thereof. Fees already paid shall be forfeited; damages or claims based on unfair enrichment of the exhibitor who
failed to show up in due time shall be excluded. Any losses and expenses
incurred by CMI due to the default of the exhibitor are to be reimbursed by
the latter.
4. Passes and tickets
4.1 Each exhibitor shall receive exhibitor’s passes free of charge depending
on the size of the booth. Up to 30 sqm – 3 exhibitor passes, for each additional 15 sqm or part thereof – 1 exhibitor pass, free of charge. Erection
and dismantling tickets (only valid before the start and after the end of the
exhibition) shall also be free of charge.
4.2 If exhibitor passes over and above this are required , these are to be requested upon application for a charge. Alternatively, they shall be available at the main information desk, East entrance during the trade fair.
4.3 These passes and tickets shall not be transferable. Passes and tickets
shall be withdrawn if misused.
5. Scope of use
5.1 The exhibitor’s right of use only covers contractual exhibition contents and
the times and purposes agreed.
5.2 The exhibitor is to inspect the booth location allocated to them for proper
condition upon acceptance and must notify of any deviations from the
contractually agreed condition immediately; later complaints shall be excluded.
6. Technical booth design
6.1 The permission to participate in the exhibition subject to the contract shall
be bound to compliance with the conception stated in the application for
participation (registration form). Fixed constructions shall require an additional permission by CMI, and the erection of such constructions must not
be started until such permission is given.
6.2 Should the nature of the exhibition so require, CMI shall be entitled to
effect a demarcation of the exhibition spaces by means of stable exhibition booths (2.5 m in height, 1.5 m in width). Any passing over the booth
walls (including for the purpose of installing company nameplates), the
use of the exterior booth walls for advertising purposes and the extension
of booths in terms of size shall require the express consent of CMI.
6.3 In each case, the exhibitor is to obtain information regarding the maximum load of the exhibition spaces and must urgently comply with those;
generally speaking, concentrated loads by heavy objects are to be avoid-
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ed. Moreover, attention is to be paid to the fact that, in the area of the cable channels and outlets, the load capacity is considerably lower. Possible
static measures are to be discussed and agreed with CMI in any event.

age to persons or property or for theft. The exhibitors are thus urged to take
account of this state of affairs by taking out their own insurance. For fixed
booths, the exclusion of liability by CMI shall extend over the whole year.

7. Appearance
7.1 The booth shall be equipped with an accurate company name of the company registered as an exhibitor and brand and must not violate public policy in its design, must not be of a political nature and not have a disturbing
effect either on persons or on facilities.
7.2 The back walls to the booth neighbors are to be uniformly designed in
white.

11. Terms of payment
11.1 Unless otherwise agreed, all invoices in connection with the exhibition
shall be due within 14 days upon receipt of invoice without any deductions. This period shall be reduced if the invoice is issued shortly before
the event. The down payment invoice must always be paid before the
trade fair.
11.2 To the extent that payments have not already been received by CMI, the
exhibitor shall provide evidence of the full payment of the invoice amount
by submission of payment documents, including a confirmation of execution of the relevant bank, or by a confirmation of cash payment; prior
to providing this evidence, the booth must not be occupied and CMI is
entitled to refuse participation in the trade fair.
11.3 All ancillary and special services ordered by the exhibitor such as technical stand equipment, etc., can be invoiced partially or fully before the
event via a down payment invoice. Orders for additional ancillary and
special services by the exhibitor or its authorized officers after the down
payment invoice, and consumption-dependent services of all kinds shall
be invoiced during or after the trade fair in question. If a permit has been
issued for the extension of a booth in terms of size, the final calculation
of the booth rental shall be effected in accordance with the subsequent
measurement.
11.4 Any bank charges upon transmission shall be for the account of the exhibitor.
11.5 In the event of default of payment, the statutory default interest shall be
paid.
11.6 A set-off of counter-claims against the stand rent due plus surcharges or
other payment obligations in the agreements made shall be excluded.
11.7 If the invoice is not paid by the due date, the Congress und Messe Innsbruck GmbH shall be free to re-allocate the stand space.

8. Erection and dismantling
8.1 Trade fair goods may be brought in and stands set up with advance registration from Friday, September 14, 2022, upon presentation of payment
confirmation. Setup and decoration work must be completed by Sunday,
September 18, 2022, at 4:00 pm.
8.2 Stands may be taken down from 6:30 pm on Thursday, September 22,
2022, at the earliest and work may only be carried out until 10:00 pm.
Dismantling work must be completed by Friday, September 23, 2022, at
5:00 pm.
8.3 The booths and exhibition spaces are to be occupied and vacated in good
time. In the interest of the exhibition, early dismantling shall not be permitted. Failure to comply will result in a penalty of € 500.00 becoming
payable.
8.4 If the periods for erection and dismantling are exceeded, the exhibitor
shall bear the costs and risk of the resulting consequences.
8.5 Following the close of the exhibition, the exhibitor shall return everything
to its original condition. In particular, the exhibitor shall remedy any damages to floors and walls which are the result of using artificial tape and
nails, etc., within the period for dismantling, and the exhibitor shall carry
out any paintwork required in order to restore the condition at the time of
handover.
8.6 If the exhibitor defaults with regard to their obligations, such restoration
shall be effected by CMI at the expense of the exhibitor.
8.7 Moreover, all exhibition goods and objects remaining on the exhibition
grounds after the period of dismantling shall be removed at the expense
and risk of the exhibitor.
9. Safety and fire protection
9.1 In the entire area of the exhibition building, including the open-air area,
the handling of open fire and easily flammable liquids or elements shall
be strictly prohibited. The use of candles, oil lamps or similar as table decoration shall only be permitted with the consent of CMI. The introduction
of liquid gas containers (propane – butane) and other pressure containers
and pressure cylinders shall generally be prohibited.
9.2 Fitments, decorations, devices, wings, etc. prepared by the exhibitor may
be erected and used only with the express consent of CMI. Even then,
only flame-resistant objects or objects made flame-resistant via a legally permitted, state-of-the-art impregnating agent may be introduced or
installed. Easily flammable material (e. g. paper, wood shavings, straw,
rush matting, mulch, etc.) must generally not be used; materials for decorative purposes must be classifiable into the flammability classes B1, Q1
and TR1. Objects of decoration must in any case be positioned outside
of the visitors’ reach and must be arranged in such a manner that cigar
and cigarette waste or matches cannot come into contact with them. The
use of pyrotechnical effects shall require the express consent of CMI. In
any event, the exhibitor shall be liable for the legal permissibility of their
design intentions.
9.3 Emergency exits, fire alarms, hydrants, smoke dampers, electrical distribution boards and switchboards, telephone junction boxes, as well as
heating and ventilation systems, must be freely accessible and free from
obstruction at all times.
9.4 The exhibitor shall exclusively employ qualified personnel for the performance of work. The technical and electrical systems of the exhibition
buildings and grounds must only be operated by employees of CMI; these
are to be requested separately if required.
9.5 In case of non-compliance with the statutory requirements, including
those pertaining to e. g. youth protection, CMI shall be authorized to intervene via its own security personnel and to exclude guests or visitors
from further attendance of the exhibition and/or to take other suitable
measures, including towards the exhibitor’s employees. In the event of
gross disregard of regulations relevant to security, CMI shall be authorized to close the booth without delay. Any claims for compensation resulting therefrom shall be excluded.
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10. Insurance and surveillance
From Friday, September 16, (7:30 am) to Friday, September 23, 2022,
(5:00 pm) surveillance of the exhibition site during day and night will be carried out by trade fair officials. However, no liability shall be accepted for dam-

12. Cleaning
12.1 The cleaning of the exhibition rooms and passageways shall be carried out
by CMI. The exhibitor shall be responsible for the cleaning of the booths.
However, cleaning staff can be provided by CMI against separate invoice.
12.2 The disposal of the packaging material shall be arranged for by the exhibitor. In addition, adequate separation of waste shall be ensured by the
exhibitor.
12.3 Based on the statutory conditions pertaining to separation of waste,
€ 2.50 per sqm of booth space may be invoiced to the exhibitor for corresponding disposal.
12.4 Goods and packaging material left in entrances, passageways, etc., as
well as in the vicinity of the exhibition site without permission shall be
removed at the expense and risk of the exhibitor.
13. Advertising
13.1 The distribution of brochures and advertising material shall only be permitted within the booth.
13.2 The use of sound media, including the screening of films with sound, shall
be permissible only in normal speaking volume; projection surfaces and
screens shall be erected in such a way that the spectators are able to walk
and see within the booth and that passageways are not obstructed thereby.
13.3 Noise-inducing machines may be operated only within a limited extent for
presentation purposes. CMI reserves the right to specify specific times for
such presentations and to specify maximum sound levels.
13.4 Selling meals and drinks at the stands is strictly prohibited.
14. Photography/Data protection
14.1 CMI shall be entitled to use drawings, photographs, etc. of the exhibition
constructions and booths for its own purposes or for general press releases.
14.2 The scope of performance of the registration fee in accordance with the
participation application includes the listing of the exhibitor in the exhibitor's list, exhibition catalogues if applicable and/or other informational
material for visitors, exhibitors and media partners in printed and/or digital
form. If consent from third parties is required for this, the exhibitor must
obtain this consent in good time; if the relevant third party refuses to grant
consent, the exhibitor must inform CMI in writing immediately.
14.3 The exhibitor shall be responsible for compliance with current legal data
protection regulations. In the case of contraventions, CMI must be held
harmless and indemnified and shall accept no liability.
15. Withdrawal, cancellation of the agreement
15.1 The exhibitor shall be bound to their application for participation; following admission by CMI, a withdrawal shall no longer be permitted.
15.2 Even in the event of a unanimously agreed cancellation of the participa-
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tion agreement, the exhibitor shall pay the agreed booth rental in full,
unless the cancellation of the agreement is effected 90 days prior to the
start of the exhibition and it is still possible to otherwise allocate the exhibition space. In such case, the exhibitor who has withdrawn shall pay administration fees in the amount of 30 % of the agreed stand rent amount
as well as the registration fee. In any case, any other direct costs already
incurred by CMI in connection with the participation of the exhibitor in the
trade fair, must also be paid in full.
15.3 CMI shall be entitled, due to circumstances for which CMI is not at fault
or which were unforeseeable, or in case of force majeure, to postpone,
shorten or cancel the trade fair subject to the agreement. Any claims for
damages resulting therefrom shall be excluded.
16. Liability
16.1 CMI shall guarantee the performance of services according to the agreement; no liabilities or guarantees beyond this shall be assumed. Otherwise, the statutory liability provisions shall apply; outside the scope of
applicability of the consumer protection act, liability shall in any case be
limited to liability for intentional and grossly negligent conduct.
16.2 The exhibitor shall be liable for
a) damages occurring to the building or inventory as a result of their exhibition activity;
b) damages caused to persons or property by the introduction of objects and
erection and dismantling;
c) all accidents which happen during the preparation of an event or during
an event to their own personnel or to the artists and contributing parties
obligated by the exhibitor as a result of non-compliance with provisions
issued by security police or provisions of event law;
16.3 CMI shall neither be liable for the conduct of the visitors at the exhibition
nor for the loss of objects or other damage to property during or in connection with, before or after the exhibition.
16.4 If employees of CMI provide support services outside of the contractual
obligations and do so only by courtesy (e. g. assistance in unloading and
transport activities, etc.), this shall not give rise to any contractual obligations, and such services shall be at the sole risk of the exhibitor.
16.5 The exhibitor has an increased duty of care for the safety of his goods;
they shall safely store valuable, easily removable items during and outside of the exhibition times and keep them locked up if necessary.
17. Sprinkler systems
17.1 Halls A, B as well as the exhibition forum are equipped with a sprinkler
system. The function of the sprinkler system must not be affected by the
hanging or suspension of decoration or advertising material.
17.2 For necessary canopies, only sprinkler-proof material must be used in consultation with the authority.
17.3 Any damage to the sprinkler system and its consequential costs shall be
invoiced to the party causing such damage.
18. Catering/hygiene
18.1 Stands working with unwrapped foods and offering them for consumption, must have installed within the sales stands a hand-washing facility
(mobile wash-basin) with warm water.
19. General smoking ban
19.1 In accordance with the legal provisions, a general smoking ban applies
in and at the premises of CMI. Smoking is permitted only in the outdoor
areas of the premises. The exhibitor and its people are obliged to comply
with the legal provisions and CMI shall accept no liability for failure to
observe the smoking ban. Should costs result from failure to observe this
regulation, they must be borne by the cause.
20. Final Provisions
20 First-time exhibitors package: Preconditions: the offer is valid only for
first-time participation at the trade fair subject to the contract. Written
confirmation from the CEO or owner of the company must be submitted
with the participation application (registration form).Offer includes: 15 %
discount on stand space (30 square meters), 10 % discount on the following stand formats as shown in service manual: “Standard” hired furniture
and “Standard” ready-to-go stand, Link to the trade fair website, 15 free
admission tickets per square meter of reserved exhibition space (free tickets for your clients)
20.1		 Newcomer & Innovation Area for startup companies (special
area within FAFGA with specific application and program): They have
only been on the market for a maximum of three years (year of foundation or trade directory entry), have an innovative product or service
and have never exhibited at FAFGA. If you meet these requirements,
then you can register for this specially promoted startup area. Services
10

20.2
20.3
20.4
20.5
20.6
20.7

included: All-inclusive stand with 6 or 9 m2 incl. registration fee stand
walls,carpet (grey), lighting, power supply and stand lettering with 		
company name.(10% discount on standard rental furniture according to
our service booklet & 150 free entrance tickets to invite your customers,
Pricing: 6 m2 € 790.00, 9 m2 € 990.00 excl. VAT + 1% contract fee).
The early booking discount and/or first-time exhibitor discount are not
additionally applicable to this stand flat rate. Final admission to the
trade fair is exclusively decided the exhibition management.
Contestation of this contract on the grounds of error or similar legal
devices is excluded.
Deviating agreements deviating from this contract, including the
consent to measures and activities intended by the exhibitor, shall be
valid only when made in writing or confirmed in writing by CMI.
Declarations sent to the address last provided to CMI or the address of
the contact person designated by the exhibitor shall be deemed to have
been effectively made.
Any claims towards CMI shall be asserted by the exhibitor in writing
within 3 months following the close of the exhibition, otherwise they
shall be deemed statute-barred.
This agreement shall exclusively be subject to Austrian law; place of
fulfilment and place of jurisdiction shall be Innsbruck, Austria.
Should individual provisions of the General Terms and Conditions
of Participation be or become wholly or partially invalid, or contain 		
loop holes, the validity of the other provisions shall not be affected.
(Last revised March 2022)

General Terms and Conditions (GTC) for Events –
Congress und Messe Innsbruck GmbH (CMI)
Without prejudice to statutory provisions and contractual conditions in the individual case, the contract concluded by CMI with the Renter as well as all
other verbal and written agreements made as part of event development and
implementation are subject to the following “General Terms and Conditions
for Events (GTCE)”.
I. Basic principles
CMI is required to act in accordance with the principles of responsible
1.
business practice in an open society. As a provider in the sphere of free
competition CMI is free in its decisions to conclude contracts or to decline
to conclude them, without even stating reasons.
2. The principles of responsible business practice mean that CMI’s fundamental company policy includes safeguarding all the values associated
with an open society based on a modern, democratic state under the rule
of law. Therefore, CMI does not provide facilities for renters and events
with incompatible principles. Discrimination, especially in relation to
gender, origin, skin color, religion or other personal orientations as well
as extremist or radical ideology and the dissemination of such ideas are
incompatible with the character of the venue as a place for meeting, entertainment, science, business, culture and communication and are not
acceptable. CMI does not conclude contracts in respect of events that are
incompatible with these principles and reserves the right to make a free
decision at any time. This does not require any justification; there is no
entitlement to conclusion of a contract in such cases. All other claims are
also excluded.
3. CMI therefore also reserves the right in individual cases to declare cancellation of a contract that has already been concluded, cancellation of an
event or closure of a trade fair stand for compelling reasons. This is possible, for example, if it becomes apparent after conclusion of a contract that
events are to be held or messages are to be disseminated the content of
which is contrary to the principles of CMI’s company policy or contrary to
the stated ethical principles of their shareholders.
CMI shall have no obligation to state further details by way of justification
of the cancellation. Legal actions for performance of contracts, compensation and other claims resulting from such cancellations shall be excluded. This shall also apply in particular if it subsequently becomes evident
when examining contracts which have already been concluded that key
information provided to CMI which is required for assessment of an event
in accordance with these principles was incomplete or untrue. CMI’s further contractual rights of cancellation and other rights shall remain unaffected.
4. If an event that has (party) political content is permitted, renters must
ensure that it is organized, prepared, announced and monitored within
a framework does not affect other events in the premises of CMI whilst
also ensuring that other visitors, suppliers and other persons do not come
into contact with the event and its content. Otherwise cancellation of the
contract or of the event or closure of the trade fair stand or of the rented
object will be possible.
5. The dissemination of political information and advertising material as well
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as direct or indirect promotion of political parties, associations, groupings,
clubs, movements etc. during other events that take place in parallel or
outside of the trade fair stands booked and organized by these groups is
therefore prohibited in so far as it is not an event organized by one of these
groups. Any breach will lead to immediate cancellation of the contract.
II. Conditions of contract
1. Scope of use
1.1 The Renter’s authorization of use exclusively covers the events subject
to the contract and the times and purposes concluded in the agreement.
This authorization may only be passed on to third parties to setup stand
areas and always requires express consent from CMI.
1.2 If no exclusive or overall rent of one or more of CMI’s locations is agreed
in the contract, flows of visitors and guests can overlap, especially in the
foyer, entrance and toilet areas and in relation to the visitor guidance system. This does not constitute an impairment of the Renter’s usage rights;
claims against CMI based on such circumstances, irrespective of the type
and in whose name claims are asserted, shall be excluded.
1.3 The Renter shall assess the rented object for proper condition when accepting it, and report any deviations from the conditions agreed in the
contract immediately; subsequent complaints shall be excluded and shall
not lead to a reduction of the fee.
2. Changes and decorative products
2.1 Changes in the seating arrangements or exhibition layouts approved by
CMI and changes to the appearance and/or the equipment of the rented
object must not be made without authorization. They must be coordinated
in advance with CMI and they require agreement of CMI. Any additional
costs incurred by such changes shall be borne by the Renter alone.
2.2 The escape routes must be kept free at all times. For reasons of safety
event spaces, transport routes and other spaces in the event building may
only be decorated with plants, garlands, banderoles, advertising banners,
ornamentation, affixed with posters or stickers, and carpets laid etc. by
the Renter or third parties by arrangement with CMI and after approval from CMI. Not only are all these measures, referred to hereinafter as
“decorative and promotional objects and equipment”, affixed at the cost
of the Renter, whereby all relevant safety and other statutory provisions
apply. They must also be removed and disposed of without damage or
residue by the Renter or by a licensed company engaged by the Renter.
Any residue and/or damage must be paid for exclusively by the Renter.
Items that are not removed by the agreed deadline shall be removed at
the cost and risk of the Renter.
3. Security
3.1 The Renter shall be responsible for the safety concept of their event and
must not only observe all statutory regulations and regulations formulated by CMI in the General and/or Special Terms of Business or Participation, but must also take all measures to ensure that they are implemented. The Renter shall bear exclusive responsibility for compliance with
conditions stipulated in notifications from authorities.
3.2 If the renter intends to install ceiling suspensions, this must be agreed in
good time with CMI and an irrevocable written consent must be obtained
from CMI. The renter bears sole responsibility for lawful planning, installation and testing of ceiling suspensions, and is also obliged to contract
and hire only licensed companies for such works. The renter must keep
the all necessary certificates of competence of the contracted companies
and structural approvals to hand, and produce them at any time on request. If some or all of the required documents are missing or in the event
of deficient implementation, CMI reserves the right to demand immediate
removal at the expense of the renter, and to contract an expert at the
expense of the renter in the event of discrepancies.
3.3 Open flames and highly flammable liquids or elements are strictly prohibited in all event buildings, including the open-air grounds. Candles, oil
lamps etc. may only be used as table decorations with the express consent of CMI. Liquid gas canisters (propane, butane) and other pressurized
containers and pressurized bottles are generally prohibited in the building.
3.4 The renter must ensure that the battery is disconnected on exhibited vehicles without a main switch. The fuel tank must be emptied to a minimum capacity. In the case hydraulic lifting equipment, a safety sleeve
must be attached to the lifting cylinders.
3.5 A general smoking ban applies in all premises at CMI’s locations in accordance with the statutory regulations. Creation of smoking areas in the
external areas is permissible only after express consent from CMI. The
Renter is required to comply with the statutory regulations; CMI accepts
no liability in the case of non-compliance with the smoking ban.
3.6 For reasons of safety no dogs or other animals are permitted in CMI’s
event buildings. A general exception to this regulation is guide dogs for
blind people, and a specific exception, only after express consent from
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CMI, is specific events, e. g. animal shows. CMI is authorized to eject
visitors and guests from the building if they take animals into the client’s
premises. The Renter must ensure that guests and visitors who attend
their event are informed about this. In this regard, CMI accepts no liability
and the Renter must indemnify it against all parties.
3.7 Fittings, decorative products, devices, backdrops etc. prepared by the
Renter may only be erected and used with express consent of CMI. Even
in such cases, only objects of low flammability, or objects rendered flame
retardant using a legally permitted and state-of-the-art impregnating
agent may be brought in or affixed. Highly flammable material (e. g. paper, wood shavings, straw, rush mats, mulch etc.) is generally prohibited;
materials for decorative purposes and other objects must be classified in
flammability classes B1, Q1 and TR1, currently valid. Decorative and promotional objects and equipment must always be affixed out of reach of
the visitors and must be placed in a way that prevents them coming into
contact with sources of fire. Without exception, use of any pyrotechnic
effects shall only be permitted after prior approval by notification from
the Federal Police Department in Innsbruck and substantiated written
permission from CMI. In any case, the Renter shall be liable for the legal
permissibility of its design intentions.
3.8 All safety equipment at the locations, e. g. fire doors, emergency exits,
fire alarms, hydrants, smoke and heat detection systems, sprinklers, electrical distributors as well as various other items of technical equipment, e.
g., telephone distributors or heating and ventilation systems etc. must be
kept freely accessible at all times and must not be blocked.
3.9 CMI will inform the Renter about the existence of sprinkler systems in
contracts and/or in any applicable Terms of Business or Participation. The
Renter must ensure that the operation of installed sprinkler systems is not
affected by placement of decorative materials or advertising. Materials
may be used for canopies only if they are sprinkler-compatible and only by
arrangement with the authority. A party causing damage to the sprinkler
system must pay for the damage as well as resultant costs. If the culprit
is not clearly identifiable, the Renter shall be liable.
3.10 The Renter must deploy specialist qualified personnel only to perform the
work. The technical and electrical systems in the rented object must only
be operated by employees of CMI.
3.11 The Renter is responsible for obtaining the official permits required for the
event in good time. CMI reserves the right to cancel the contract or the
event if the Renter does not have them. Legal actions brought against
CMI for performance of contracts, compensation and other claims resulting from such cancellations shall be excluded. All official requirements
must be complied with at all times. In this regard, CMI accepts no liability
and the Renter must indemnify it against all parties.
3.12 The Renter must ensure that official supervisory bodies, representatives
of the authorities and persons otherwise authorized by CMI can freely access the rented object at any time before, during and after the event.
3.13 If legal provisions are breached, including youth protection laws or the
general smoking ban, CMI is authorized to take steps through its own
security personnel, and bar guests or visitors from entering its locations
again, and/or take other suitable measures, including such measures
against employees of the Renter. In the event of gross violations of security-relevant regulations, CMI is authorized to break up or stop the event
without delay. Legal actions brought against CMI for performance of contracts, compensation and other claims resulting from such cancellations
shall be excluded.
4. Reservations
A reservation or appointment option prior to conclusion of a contract for rooms,
areas, payments in kind and/or services shall not give rise to any claims on the
part of the Renter. This shall also apply for any costs and outlays for works
commissioned by the Renter under their own responsibility on the basis of a
reservation by CMI and shall apply in the same way to costs and outlays for
the Renter’s own works.
5. Breaches of contract relating to the content of events and trade fairs
5.1 If it becomes apparent that a Renter has, contrary to the information provided by them upon conclusion of contract, conducted an event with different content or they offer other objects or services, CMI shall be entitled
to cancel the contract with immediate effect, terminate the event or close
the trade fair stand.
5.2 Legal actions for performance of contracts, compensation and other
claims resulting from such cancellations shall be excluded. This shall also
apply in particular if it subsequently becomes evident when examining
contracts which have already been concluded that key information provided to CMI which is required for assessment of an event or participation in
it in accordance with these principles was incomplete or untrue.
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6. Poster prohibition and related matters
6.1 It is in the essential interest of CMI as the lessor that events taking place
in rooms in the premises of CMI are announced in a manner commensurate with the character of CMI as the leading events center in Tirol,
safeguarding the rights of other persons and legal entities and respecting
property rights of third parties.
6.2 The Renter’s attention is therefore drawn to the statutory regulations,
in particular those of advertising and events law and to the fact that announcements and advertising, e. g. posters and similar items, are not
generally permitted outside the areas designated for them. The Renter
must therefore make the necessary arrangements so that event-related
advertising as well as the external appearance of advertisements comply
with legal regulations and take account of the urban environment in a
responsible manner. The Renter must also impose these obligations upon
advertising companies engaged by them in a suitable manner and draw
their attention to the legal consequences of non-compliance.
6.3 A general Poster prohibition applies at CMI’s locations. Use of defined
advertising areas is possible only by arrangement with CMI and with application of the current price list. The Renter is required to remove, immediately and at their own expense, posters placed in breach of regulations
and to pay any costs incurred by CMI through removal.
7. Breaches of copyright
7.1 CMI demands that the legal regulations relating to trademark and design protection, the need to respect and safeguard third party intellectual
property rights, copyrights and rights to use work be complied with in every way at all times and without exception by all renters and their people.
7.2 If it becomes apparent that such regulations are breached, irrespective
of the reason, CMI shall have the right to cancel existing contracts with
immediate effect, to terminate the event or close the trade fair stand,
whereby the Renter shall on no account have any claims against CMI. In
any case objects and tools associated with the breaches of regulations or
which give rise to them must be removed from CMI’s locations immediately. If the Renter or their people do not comply with this requirement, an
alternative arrangement at their cost shall be permissible. If the number
of people breach regulations, all shall have joint and several liability without limitation. In this regard, CMI accepts no liability and the Renter must
indemnify it against all parties.
8. Cash register and tax duty
CMI draws attention to the fact that the statutory regulations relating to the
cash register and tax duty in Austria must be complied with by renters in all
cases. It is the exclusively of each Renter himself to check his legal responsibility to ascertain whether the legal regulations mentioned apply to him and,
if so, to make the necessary arrangements. CMI shall not accept any liability whatsoever for legal disadvantages resulting from non-compliance with
these obligations on the part of the Renter and shall have no obligation in this
connection to provide any type of clarifications. Those responsible shall themselves be responsible in the case of infringements.
9. Remunerations
9.1 If nothing to the contrary is agreed, for example in the Special Terms of
Business or Participation, down payments or bank guarantees are due on
the agreed date at the latest, and invoices are due for payment 14 days
after receipt without deductions. In the event of default of payment, the
legal default interest rate shall be payable.
9.2 CMI reserves the right to demand up to 100 % of the contract total and
of any ordered additional services in advance as a down payment. If payments are not received by the due date or if a valid bank guarantee is not
provided by the due date, CMI reserves the right to cancel the order.
9.3 For stand set-up material and fittings provided by request of the Renter,
the prices valid per the current price list shall be charged, as will the expense incurred by CMI for additional services not included in the agreement, including increased personnel expenditure.
9.4 We reserve the right to invoice provision and cleaning service costs above
and beyond the usual scope.
9.5 The use period per event day is set as maximum 12 hours and starts when
the rented space is handed over. If this period is exceeded, a supplement
of 10 % of the basic rent shall be incurred per hour or part thereof plus any
HR costs.
10. Third-party services third-party service providers at the locations
10.1 The Renter may only bring in third-party technology and external staff
with express prior consent from CMI. In any case, costs of one CMI technician and/or project manager must be incorporated as a contact for the
entire event period.
10.2 If CMI must conclude agreements with third parties for various external
services associated with running the event in order to fulfill the contract,
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the resulting expenses shall be invoiced on to the Renter. CMI is entitled
but not required to obtain settlement for outlays or other costs for external purchases by using payments received by CMI for the Renter as well
as deposits etc. for this purpose whilst issuing notification of this procedure. The Renter must indemnify CMI against such third-party claims.
10.3 The Renter must ensure that third-party service providers engaged by
them comply with all rules and regulations of CMI at CMI’s locations. CMI
must be indemnified in the case of contravention.
11. Security/law enforcement
11.1 At major events, the Renter can also provide security and hall supervisors
after prior coordination with CMI; they may have to follow the instructions
of the persons commissioned by CMI in their work. The authorities shall
decide on the necessity of the presence of law enforcement (e. g. police,
building inspectorate, fire department, emergency service or medical services); even without orders to this effect, CMI is entitled to make such
arrangements and/or to recommend them. In any case, the Renter shall
pay the costs incurred for this directly to the corresponding bodies.
11.2 The Renter bears sole responsibility for observing the requirements for
event organizers under the Tirolean Event Act. CMI shall not accept liability for damage that can be traced back to violation of these obligations,
and the Renter must indemnify it against any claims whatsoever.
12. Catering
Catering for all events shall be provided exclusively by contractors appointed
by CMI to which the exclusive right is granted to provide catering services at
CMI’s locations.
13. Photography/publication of the event/data protection
13.1 CMI is entitled to make drawings, photographs etc. during the event and
to use them for their own purposes or for general press publications.
13.2 By signing the contract, the Renter also gives its permission to publish
the title of the event for advertising purposes on digital and printed event
posters and calendars, on the website and CMI’s social medial channels,
IT information computers and other directories and for statistical purposes. CMI must be notified if the Renter does not want this. If consent from
third parties is necessary for this, the Renter must obtain consent for it in
good time; if the relevant third party refuses to grant consent, the Renter
must notify CMI about this in writing immediately.
13.3 The Renter itself is responsible for the prevailing legal data protection
regulations. CMI must be indemnified in the case of contravention.
14. Free tickets and choice of seats
14.1 The Renter shall provide CMI with a contingent of free tickets for public
events (apart from congresses, seminars, meetings and other specialized
events) amounting to at least 1 % of the total capacity of the rented premises. In the case of seated concerts in the Dogana rooms and the Tirol and
Innsbruck rooms the Ö-ticket seats are stored in the standard setting plan
by means of seat reservations.
14.2 In the case of special seating CMI will use the seating plan to notify the
seats to be reserved. In the case of balls and standing concerts, category
1 standing-room tickets are to be provided. CMI produces the corresponding tickets for free tickets until the time of cancellation; the Renter agrees
to this. In the case of trade fairs and exhibitions the Renter provides CMI
with a contingent of at least 30 free tickets. They must be handed to the
management assistant of CMI no later than 30 days before the event.
14.3 Furthermore, CMI reserves the right to claim a contingent of specific
seats for security forces, police and security staff for every event.
15. Prior contract termination
CMI is entitled to withdraw from the contract without further grounds if:
a) the Renter has not paid the agreed compensation on time;
b) the contractually agreed proofs of the fulfillment of certain obligations
are not provided;
c) circumstances become known, or the Renter should know of circumstances indicating that the planned event contravenes existing laws and
agreements;
d) it is to be feared that the planned event will result in a disturbance of
public order and safety;
e) the rented object cannot be provided due to force majeure or other circumstances for which CMI is not liable;
f) the Renter is in default of payment from previous contracts by more than
30 days;
g) the Renter breaches the basic principles of these GTC.
h) there is a breach of these GTC, in particular of the provisions that constitute grounds for cancellation.
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16. Cancellation
16.1 Explicit or implicit withdrawal from the contract by the Renter shall result
in cancellation fees and an obligation to compensate CMI for expenses
incurred – in the case of withdrawals up to 12 months before the start
of the event insofar as nothing to the contrary is stated in the contract:
25 % – up to 6 months before the start of the event: 50 % – up to 90 days
before the start of the event: 100 % of the contractually agreed fee plus
the legal VAT. The contract fee must be calculated on the basis of the
total amount of the contractual service and shall be charged in full in any
case. Furthermore, CMI must be reimbursed in any case for all costs and
outlays already incurred in connection with the event.
16.2 The date of receipt of the written notification of withdrawal at CMI shall
be authoritative for calculating the period. CMI is entitled to view default
of payments or contractually agreed proofs by 14 days as implicit withdrawal by the Renter. This provision shall apply even if CMI does not draw
the Renter’s attention to it specifically.
16.3 The prior reservation shall lapse if the signed contract is not returned
punctually. This provision shall apply even if CMI does not draw the Renter’s attention to it specifically. The Renter must comply with all deadlines
in this connection that are expressly stated in the contract, and CMI is not
required to draw attention to this again. If the prior reservation lapses,
CMI shall be entitled to award the event date and location to another
interested party. The Renter shall in any case bear full liability and pay
all costs and expenses already incurred in connection with the relevant
events.
17. Liability
17.1 CMI guarantees provision of services in accordance with the contract; no
liability or guarantees above and beyond this shall be accepted. Otherwise, the legal liability provisions apply; outside the scope of the Consumer Protection Act, liability is restricted to intent and gross negligence.
17.2 The Renter shall be liable for
a) damage to the rented object or inventory due to the event;
b) property damage or personal injuries caused by transporting items into
the premises and construction and dismantling;
c) all consequences from exceeding the maximum number of visitors;
d) all consequences from insufficient security personnel, where it is provided
by the Renter;
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all accidents suffered by the Renter’s own personnel or artists, speakers
and/or other contributors commissioned by the Renter during the preparations for an event or the event itself as a result of failure to comply with
police formalities or event law regulations;
f) damage caused by visitors or guests of the event, no matter who suffers
it, in particular for extraordinary wear in spaces accessible to the public as
part of the event, and the fittings and installations therein;
g) as part of contingent liability for all supplementary services ordered by
exhibitors and business partners;
h) for breaches of regulations in these GTC.
17.3 CMI shall not be liable for the behavior of visitors to the event nor for the
loss of items during or in the context of, before or after events.
17.4 Where employees of CMI provide assistance above and beyond contractual obligations as an accommodation only (e. g. help with unloading/
transport etc.), this shall not establish any contractual obligations and
such services shall be provided exclusively at the risk of the Renter.
17.5 The Renter is required to take out all necessary insurance.
e)

18. Costs
Any costs, fees, taxes and other charges associated with drawing up and processing this contract shall be passed on to the Renter in the invoices.
19. Final provisions
19.1 No legal challenges against the contract due to error or other legal institutions shall be accepted.
19.2 Agreements in deviation to this contract, including consent to measures
and work planned by the Renter shall only apply if they are made in writing or confirmed in writing by the management of CMI.
19.3 Statements sent by CMI to the last address announced to CMI or to
the contact person specified by the Renter shall be deemed effectively
delivered.
19.4 The Renter must assert any claims against CMI in writing within three
months after the end of the event. Otherwise they shall be deemed expired and statute-barred.
19.5 All contracts and agreements are subject to Austrian law only; Innsbruck
is the place of performance and court of jurisdiction.
(Last revised March 2022)

